1. Workers Emerging From a Factory-Lumiere brothers
2. Nanook of the North-Robert Flaherty
3. The Man with a Movie Camera-Dziga Vertov
4. Rain-Joris Ivens
5. Night Mail- Harry Watt and Basil Wright
6. Triumph of the Will-Leni Riefenstahl
7. Why We Fight (series)-Frank Capra
8. Night and Fog-Alan Resnais
9. Chronicles of a Summer-Jean Rouch
10. High School-Fredrick Wiseman
11. Grey Gardens-The Maysles
12. The Thin Blue Line-Errol Morris
13. Roger and Me-Michael Moore
14. Gleaners and Me Agnes Varda
15. My Kid Could Paint That-Amir Bar Lev
16. Daughter From Danang-Gail Dolgin and Vincente Franco
17. Blue Vinyl-Judith Helfand
18. 51 Birch Street Doug Block
20. Last Train Home-Lixin Fang
21. Happy Go Lucky-Mike Leigh
22. Harlan County, USA-Barbara Kopple